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Why did we develop health
workforce data visualizations?
• Began developing data visualizations in 2015 to
increase access, interest and engagement with our
data
• We are American!!-Give people quick, easy
customizable access to the information most
relevant to their profession, specialty or geographic
area
• Encourage policy and decision makers in state to
use data instead of anecdotes in health policy
debates
• Increase dissemination by enabling users to
download line charts, maps and tables
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Today: showcase two data visualizations
DocFlows

docflows.unc.edu

NC Health Workforce

nchealthworkforce.unc.edu
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DocFlows shows interstate flows of residents and
actively practicing physicians between 2009 and 2015
• States have idea of selfsufficiency but physician
market is national
• Goal: help policy makers
visualize geographic
imbalances between funding of
training and workforce needs
• This app is sub-titled
“if I train more residents where
are they likely to move”?

Can also look at retention: How well does
each state retain residents who trained there?
• California (72%) and
Texas (60%) had highest
retention rates
• DC (23%), Rhode Island
(23%) and Wyoming
(18%) had lowest
retention rates
• It was through this viz
that Wyoming
discovered that
Colorado was “stealing”
its residents

Similar approach could be used to visualize between
country migration using OECD data
Health Workforce Migration: Foreign-trained
doctors in United Kingdom by country of origin

Data extracted on 18 Oct 2019 17:28 UTC (GMT) from OECD.Stat

These data show UK- foreign trained doctors by country of origin. Could visualize
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if/how flows have changed given Brexit

Our NC Health Workforce viz allows users to
explore data on 21 health professions in NC
from 2000-2018
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Not everyone wants to play with the data. So we created
micro-blogs featuring bitesize “story morsels” that not
only educate and engage but sometimes provoke
The real issue is not a shortage of
physicians. It’s a growing disparity between
rural and urban areas

And while NC moved up from 47th to
37th in the nation in dentist supply,
72% of NC’s dentist workforce growth
occurred in 5 counties, 8% went to 90
counties

We take our role as “data agitators” seriously, for
example: highlighting racial/ethnic disparities in
workforce
Diversity (Non-White) of NC Population versus Select Health Professions
North Carolina, 2016
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We don’t just provoke people—
we also make them happy
“Powerful! thanks. I work at…a network of community health clinics and we use Shep’s data frequently to
describe need for medical and dental clinicians.” - Director, Planning and Strategy, Community Health Center
“I am on your website to find a contact so we can make a data request to the Health Professions Data System
for background data to be used in our HRSA training grant proposal. … Instead, I find your interactive tool so I
can download the data myself. Beautiful! Thank you for your service to the state.” - Preventive Medicine
clinician and researcher
“This is exactly what we are looking for.” - Legislative assistant to NC Senator who called looking for the latest
data on the number of primary care physicians per population in NC.
“You are phenomenal! Thank you so much!” - AHEC Director who called looking for data during a five-minute
break from a meeting. We directed her to the website, and she had data on workforce supply when the
meeting resumed.

A faculty member at UNC School of Public Health called the Sheps Center’s main line to make a data request.
As the call was being transferred, she found the data she needed on the HPDS data visualization website.
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A slide for the techies
• Core technology is a JavaScript library called
D3, which allows for the development of
flexible data visualizations, unconstrained by
predefined chart templates.
• Supply visualization also uses the JavaScript
framework Vue.js
• All open source
• Code for visualizations on GitHub:
github.com/gallowayevan
• Prototype/develop on Observable, a
JavaScript notebook environment:
observablehq.com
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Find us, Follow Us, Sign up For our Newsletter
Program on
Health
Workforce
Research &
Policy

go.unc.edu/Workforce
@UNC_PHWRP

nchealthworkforce.unc.edu

@WorkforceNC

Sign up for our newsletter directly at go.unc.edu/WorkforceNewsletter
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